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This paper presents an alternative classical mechanics which is invariant
under transformations between reference frames and which can be applied
in any reference frame without the necessity of introducing fictitious forces.

The Universal Reference Frame

In this paper, the universal reference frameS̊ is a reference frame fixed to the universe,
whose origin coincides with the center of mass of the universe.

The universal position̊ra, the universal velocitẙva and the universal accelerationåa of
a particle A relative to the universal reference frameS̊, are as follows:

r̊a
.= (ra)

v̊a
.= d(ra)/dt

åa
.= d2(ra)/dt2

wherera is the position of particle A relative to the universal reference frameS̊.

The New Dynamics

[1] A force is always caused by the interaction between two particles.

[2] The resultant forceFa acting on a particle A of massma produces a universal
acceleration̊aa according to the following equation:Fa = ma åa

[3] If a particle A exerts a forceFb on a particle B then particle B exerts on particle A
a force−Fa of the same magnitude but opposite direction(Fb =−Fa)
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The Definitions

For a system of N particles, the following definitions are applicable:

Mass M
.= ∑i mi

Linear Momentum P̊ .= ∑i mi v̊i

Angular Momentum L̊ .= ∑i mi r̊ i × v̊i

Work W̊
.= ∑i

∫ 2
1 Fi ·dr̊ i = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i)2

Kinetic Energy ∆ K̊
.= ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i)2

Potential Energy ∆ Ů
.= ∑i −

∫ 2
1 Fi ·dr̊ i

Lagrangian L̊
.= K̊−Ů

The Principles of Conservation

If a system of N particles is isolated then the linear momentumP̊ of the system of
particles remains constant.

P̊ = constant
[

d(P̊)/dt = ∑i mi åi = ∑i Fi = 0
]

If a system of N particles is isolated then the angular momentumL̊ of the system of
particles remains constant.

L̊ = constant
[

d(L̊)/dt = ∑i mi r̊ i × åi = ∑i r̊ i ×Fi = 0
]

If a system of N particles is only subject to conservative forces then the mechanical
energyE̊ of the system of particles remains constant.

E̊
.= K̊ +Ů = constant

[
∆ E̊ = ∆ K̊ +∆ Ů = 0

]
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The Transformations

The universal position̊ra, the universal velocitẙva and the universal accelerationåa of
a particle A relative to a reference frame S, are given by:

r̊a = ra−R

v̊a = va−ω×(ra−R)−V

åa = aa−2ω×(va−V)+ω×[ω×(ra−R)]−α×(ra−R)−A

wherera, va andaa are the position, the velocity and the acceleration of particle A relative
to the reference frame S.R, V andA are the position, the velocity and the acceleration of
the center of mass of the universe relative to the reference frame S.ω andα are the angular
velocity and the angular acceleration of the universe relative to the reference frame S.

The positionR, the velocityV and the accelerationA of the center of mass of the
universe relative to the reference frame S, and the angular velocityω and the angular
accelerationα of the universe relative to the reference frame S, are as follows:

M
.= ∑all

i mi

R .= M−1 ∑all
i mi r i

V .= M−1 ∑all
i mi vi

A .= M−1 ∑all
i mi ai

ω
.= I−1 ·L

α
.= d(ω)/dt

I .= ∑all
i mi [|r i −R|2 1− (r i −R)⊗ (r i −R)]

L .= ∑all
i mi (r i −R)× (vi −V)

whereM is the mass of the universe,I is the inertia tensor of the universe (relative toR)
andL is the angular momentum of the universe relative to the reference frame S.
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General Observations

The alternative classical mechanics of particles presented in this paper is invariant
under transformations between reference frames and can be applied in any reference frame
without the necessity of introducing fictitious forces.

This paper considers that if all forces obey Newton’s third law (in its strong form) then
the universal reference frameS̊ is always inertial. Therefore, a reference frame S is also
inertial whenω = 0 andA = 0.

However, if a force does not obey Newton’s third law (in its strong form or in its weak
form) then the universal reference frameS̊ is non-inertial and the reference frame S is also
non-inertial whenω = 0 andA = 0.

Therefore, if a force does not obey Newton’s third law (in its strong form or in its weak
form) then the new dynamics and the principles of conservation are false.

However, this paper considers, on one hand, that all forces obey Newton’s third law (in
its strong form) and, on the other hand, that all forces are invariant under transformations
between reference frames(F ′= F)
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Appendix

For a system of N particles, the following definitions are also applicable:

Angular Momentum L̊′ .= ∑i mi (r̊ i − r̊cm)× (v̊i − v̊cm)

Work W̊′ .= ∑i
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2

Kinetic Energy ∆ K̊ ′ .= ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2

Potential Energy ∆ Ů ′ .= ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm)

Lagrangian L̊′
.= K̊ ′−Ů ′

wherer̊cm andv̊cm are the universal position and the universal velocity of the center of mass
of the system of particles.∑i

∫ 2
1 mi åi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i

∫ 2
1 mi (åi − åcm) ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2

If a system of N particles is isolated then the angular momentumL̊′ of the system of
particles remains constant.

L̊′ = constant

d(L̊′)/dt = ∑i mi (r̊ i − r̊cm)× (åi − åcm) = ∑i mi (r i − rcm)× åi = ∑i r i ×Fi = 0

L̊′ .= ∑i mi (r̊ i − r̊ cm)× (v̊i − v̊cm) = ∑i mi (r i − rcm)× [vi −ω×(r i − rcm)−vcm]

If a system of N particles is isolated and is only subject to conservative forces then the
mechanical energẙE′ of the system of particles remains constant.

E̊′ .= K̊ ′ +Ů ′ = constant

∆ E̊′ = ∆ K̊ ′ + ∆ Ů ′ = 0

∆ K̊ ′ .= ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2 = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi [vi −ω×(r i − rcm)−vcm]2

∆ Ů ′ .= ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r̊ i − r̊ cm) = ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r i − rcm) = ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·dr i

wherercm andvcm are the position and the velocity of the center of mass of the system
of particles relative to a reference frame S, andω is the angular velocity of the universe
relative to the reference frame S.
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All forces obey Newton’s third law (in its strong form)

The universal reference frame̊S is a reference frame fixed to the universe, whose
origin coincides with the center of mass of the universe.

Therefore, the universal reference frameS̊ is always inertial and a reference frame S
is also inertial whenω = 0 andA = 0.

- version 2 -

All forces obey Newton’s third law (in its strong form or in its weak form)

The universal reference frame̊S is a non-rotating reference frame(ω̆S̊ = 0) whose
origin coincides with the center of mass of the universe.

Therefore, the universal reference frameS̊ is always inertial and a reference frame S
is also inertial when̆ωS = 0 andA = 0.
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This paper presents an alternative classical mechanics which is invariant
under transformations between reference frames and which can be applied
in any reference frame without the necessity of introducing fictitious forces.

The Universal Reference Frame

In this paper, the universal reference frameS̊ is a non-rotating reference frame(ω̆S̊ = 0)
whose origin coincides with the center of mass of the universe.

The universal position̊ra, the universal velocitẙva and the universal accelerationåa of
a particle A relative to the universal reference frameS̊, are as follows:

r̊a
.= (ra)

v̊a
.= d(ra)/dt

åa
.= d2(ra)/dt2

wherera is the position of particle A relative to the universal reference frameS̊.

The New Dynamics

[1] A force is always caused by the interaction between two particles.

[2] The resultant forceFa acting on a particle A of massma produces a universal
acceleration̊aa according to the following equation:Fa = ma åa

[3] If a particle A exerts a forceFb on a particle B then particle B exerts on particle A
a force−Fa of the same magnitude but opposite direction(Fb =−Fa)
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The Definitions

For a system of N particles, the following definitions are applicable:

Mass M
.= ∑i mi

Linear Momentum P̊ .= ∑i mi v̊i

Angular Momentum L̊ .= ∑i mi r̊ i × v̊i

Work W̊
.= ∑i

∫ 2
1 Fi ·dr̊ i = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i)2

Kinetic Energy ∆ K̊
.= ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i)2

Potential Energy ∆ Ů
.= ∑i −

∫ 2
1 Fi ·dr̊ i

Lagrangian L̊
.= K̊−Ů

The Principles of Conservation

If a system of N particles is isolated then the linear momentumP̊ of the system of
particles remains constant.

P̊ = constant
[

d(P̊)/dt = ∑i mi åi = ∑i Fi = 0
]

If a system of N particles is isolated then the angular momentumL̊ of the system of
particles remains constant.

L̊ = constant
[

d(L̊)/dt = ∑i mi r̊ i × åi = ∑i r̊ i ×Fi = 0
]

If a system of N particles is only subject to conservative forces then the mechanical
energyE̊ of the system of particles remains constant.

E̊
.= K̊ +Ů = constant

[
∆ E̊ = ∆ K̊ +∆ Ů = 0

]
2



The Transformations

The universal position̊ra, the universal velocitẙva and the universal accelerationåa of
a particle A relative to a reference frame S fixed to a particle S, are given by:

r̊a = ra−R

v̊a = va + ω̆S× (ra−R)−V

åa = aa +2ω̆S× (va−V)+ ω̆S× [ω̆S× (ra−R)]+ ᾰS× (ra−R)−A

wherera, va andaa are the position, the velocity and the acceleration of particle A relative
to the reference frame S.R, V andA are the position, the velocity and the acceleration
of the center of mass of the universe relative to the reference frame S.ω̆S andᾰS are the
dynamic angular velocity and the dynamic angular acceleration of the reference frame S.

The positionR, the velocityV and the accelerationA of the center of mass of the
universe relative to the reference frame S, and the dynamic angular velocityω̆S and the
dynamic angular acceleration̆αS of the reference frame S, are as follows:

M
.= ∑all

i mi

R .= M−1 ∑all
i mi r i

V .= M−1 ∑all
i mi vi

A .= M−1 ∑all
i mi ai

ω̆S
.= ±

∣∣(F1/ms−F0/ms) · (r 1− r 0)/(r 1− r 0)2
∣∣1/2

ᾰS
.= d(ω̆S)/dt

whereF0 andF1 are the resultant forces acting on the reference frame S in the points 0
and 1,r 0 andr 1 are the positions of the points 0 and 1 relative to the reference frame S
andms is the mass of particle S (the point 0 is the origin of the reference frame S and the
center of mass of particle S) (the point 0 belongs to the axis of dynamic rotation, and the
segment 01 is perpendicular to the axis of dynamic rotation) (the vectorω̆S is along the
axis of dynamic rotation) (M is the mass of the universe)
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General Observations

The alternative classical mechanics of particles presented in this paper is invariant
under transformations between reference frames and can be applied in any reference frame
without the necessity of introducing fictitious forces.

This paper considers that if all forces obey Newton’s third law (in its strong form
or in its weak form) then the universal reference frameS̊ is always inertial. Therefore,
a reference frame S is also inertial whenω̆S = 0 andA = 0.

However, if a force does not obey Newton’s third law (in its weak form) then the
universal reference frame̊S is non-inertial and the reference frame S is also non-inertial
whenω̆S = 0 andA = 0.

Therefore, if a force does not obey Newton’s third law (in its weak form) then the new
dynamics and the principles of conservation are false.

However, this paper considers, on one hand, that all forces obey Newton’s third law
(in its strong form or in its weak form) and, on the other hand, that all forces are invariant
under transformations between reference frames(F ′= F)
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Appendix

For a system of N particles, the following definitions are also applicable:

Angular Momentum L̊′ .= ∑i mi (r̊ i − r̊cm)× (v̊i − v̊cm)

Work W̊′ .= ∑i
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2

Kinetic Energy ∆ K̊ ′ .= ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2

Potential Energy ∆ Ů ′ .= ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm)

Lagrangian L̊′
.= K̊ ′−Ů ′

wherer̊cm andv̊cm are the universal position and the universal velocity of the center of mass
of the system of particles.∑i

∫ 2
1 mi åi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i

∫ 2
1 mi (åi − åcm) ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2

If a system of N particles is isolated then the angular momentumL̊′ of the system of
particles remains constant.

L̊′ = constant

d(L̊′)/dt = ∑i mi (r̊ i − r̊cm)× (åi − åcm) = ∑i mi (r i − r cm)× åi = ∑i r i ×Fi = 0

L̊′ .= ∑i mi (r̊ i − r̊ cm)× (v̊i − v̊cm) = ∑i mi (r i − rcm)× [vi + ω̆S× (r i − rcm)−vcm]

If a system of N particles is isolated and is only subject to conservative forces then the
mechanical energẙE′ of the system of particles remains constant.

E̊′ .= K̊ ′ +Ů ′ = constant

∆ E̊′ = ∆ K̊ ′ + ∆ Ů ′ = 0

∆ K̊ ′ .= ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi (v̊i − v̊cm)2 = ∑i ∆ 1/2 mi [vi + ω̆S× (r i − rcm)−vcm]2

∆ Ů ′ .= ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r̊ i − r̊cm) = ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·d(r i − rcm) = ∑i −
∫ 2

1 Fi ·dr i

wherer cm andvcm are the position and the velocity of the center of mass of the system
of particles relative to a reference frame S, andω̆S is the dynamic angular velocity of the
reference frame S.
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